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Elemental composition of silicide surface layers formed by

compression plasma flows
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The action of compression plasma flows (CPF) on “metal layer-silicon

substrate” system (CPF power density W=0,5-1,5 GW/m2, pulse duration

~100 µs) was applied for the formation of metal silicides used as

interconnections in microelectronics, catalysts for nanostructures growth

and candidate materials for refractory neutron reflectors in the next

generation of nuclear reactors. EDX, SEM and AES data obtained for Fe/Si,

Ni/Si, Ti/Si and Zr/Si systems showed that CPF treatment with W=0,5-0,8

GW/m2 results in the formation of silicide layer at the “metal-silicon”

interface (0,25-1,5 µm thickness). Increase of CPF power density from 0,8 to

1,5 GW/m2 results in deep metal penetration for 9-20 µm and uniform

redistribution of the elements in this layer; metal concentration estimates

5-25 аt.% subject to CPF power density and thermal properties of the

pre-deposited metal. Redistribution of metal and silicon under the action of

CPF was simulated by solving the equations of heat and mass transfer

taking into account: 1) contact melting at the interface; 2) absorption and

release of latent heat; 3) diffusion of metal and silicon in solid and liquid

phase; 4) convection in the liquid layer caused by CPF pressure gradient

along the surface. Simulation results showed that elements redistribution is

mainly caused by CPF thermal action: rapid heating (~107 K/s), melting and

following cooling and solidification of the surface layer (typical velocity of

liquid-solid interface is 0,2-10-2-3,9·10-1 m/s, temperature gradient is ~107

K/m). For W=0,5-0,8 GW/m2 thickness of the interface diffusive layer

depends mainly on the duration of heating and slightly changes at the

following cooling stage. Uniform redistribution of elements for W=1,0-1,5

GW/m2 is caused by the increase of the lifetime of liquid layer (70-200 µs)

and convective motion of the melt metal in liquid silicon.
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